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Jaki-ed (fine mat) by Terse Timothy. 2010.
Maan̄ (pandanus leaves), dye, string.  
36  30 inches. Photo by K Earnshaw.

ap ap Atoll and 

weave jaki-ed and continues to weave in this style 
because it connects her to her ancestors. 



Above left, Susan Jieta weaves the kemejmej (design); above right, detail of 
the kemejmej; and below, she braids the in̄in̄ of the jaki-ed (intertwined bor-
der of the fine mat). Photos by T Greenstone Alefaio.

 weaving with a local women’s group, and in 2007 she was introduced to the 
intricacies of jaki-ed through the usp program. She weaves the kemejmej that 
traditionally referred to the complexities of land tenure and hierarchal rela-
tionships to tell stories of culture, environment, and natural and unnatural 
occurrences. The in̄in̄ is braided to symbolize the interdependent relationship 
between one’s father’s and mother’s lineages. 



Jaki-ed (fine mat) by Susan Jieta. 2012.
Maan̄ (pandanus leaves), dye, string. 36  36 inches. Collection of Natalie 
Nimmer. Photos by K Higgins. 
Susan Jieta endeavors to create elaborate designs in her jaki-ed. In this one 
Susan has combined the motif of “the star of the eye” (a cross in the center of 
a diamond) with the underbelly of a turtle (stylized rhombus repetition). This 
is one of the ways in which she pays tribute to the customs of her ancestors 
through contemporary jaki-ed.



Jaki-ed (fine mat) by Patsy Hermon. 2012.
Maan̄ (pandanus leaves), dye, string. 37  31 inches. 
Collection of Rachel Miller. Photos by K Higgins.
Patsy Hermon is from Nam̧ dik Atoll, where her 
mother also wove jaki-ed. Patsy wove her first fine 
mat at the age of ten and continues weaving to keep 
her culture alive for the future.



Jaki-ed (fine mat) by Patsy Hermon. 2012.
Maan̄ (pandanus leaves), atat (stems of the beach burr plant), o (bark of 
the hibiscus tree), dye, string. 48  36 inches. Photos by T Greenstone Alefaio.
The b
the jouj (heart) and in̄in̄ (border) of the mat is made from atat, which is 
 harvested from outer islands. B
guarding the bonds of love, peace, and harmony among  members of a jowi 
(clan). This traditional design element is an example of a technique that  
master weavers like Patsy Hermon are reviving and reintroducing.



Jaki-ed (fine mat) by Ashken Binat. 2010.
Maan̄ (pandanus leaves), dye, string. 18  30 inches. 
Photos by T Greenstone Alefaio.
Ashken Binat is from Ar o Atoll and Jebat Island. As a child, she watched 
her mother weave. Ashken made her first jaki-ed at the age of seventeen. 
One of Ashken’s four daughters continues the family tradition of jaki-ed. 
The kemejmej (design) of this mat incorporates the pattern left in the sand 
by akkin om̧ (small hermit crabs).



Jaki-ed (fine mat) by Ashken Binat. 2012.
Maan̄ (pandanus leaves), o (bark of the hibiscus tree), dye, string. 
48  42 inches. Photos by T Greenstone  Alefaio.
Ashken Binet strives to create unique designs in her work. She uses a needle 
to add intricate and innovative patterns to the jouj (heart), while the zigzag 
in the kemejmej (design) includes the traditional motif that refers to the 
thousands of islets spread across the Marshall Islands’ twenty-nine atolls. 




